1068 Hands-Free Shower Pole
with Tri-Pod base
RETAIN THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
SET-UP
1. Attach the threaded pole segment to the shower pole base by
turning the shower pole base onto the threaded pole segment.
Do NOT overtighten.
2. Attach three of the straight pole segments to the shower pole
base by inserting and while slightly twisting the pole segment
back and forth into the tripod pole tubes until the wire pole clip is
visible through the small hole in the base pole holder.
3. Assemble the shower pole by connecting the remaining straight
pole segments into the top of the threaded pole segment by
slighting twisting the pole segment back and forth until the wire
pole clip is visible through the small hole in the threaded piece.
The small end of the pole segment is secured into the larger
diameter pole segment until the holes align the wire pole clip can
be seen visibly through the small connection hole.
4. After all straight pole segments are assembled, securely fasten
the curved piece into the top of the top straight pole segment
until the small alignment holes and wire pole clip can be seen
visibly through the connection hole.
5. Finally, attach the hose of the Zodi Shower to the hand-free Zodi
Shower Pole by taking the showerhead and positioning at the
end of the curved Shower Pole segment. Squeeze the shower
hose so it fits into the shower pole hose clip. The hose of the
Zodi Shower should not be stretched too tight as to cause the
Zodi Shower or shower pole to tip over when using the shower
pole with the Zodi Shower. If the shower hose is stretched too
tight, position the shower pole closer to the Zodi Shower. If still
too taut, remove a straight pole segment.
6. For a shorter Shower Pole ideal for washing hands, remove a
straight pole segment between the threaded pole segment and
the curved shower pole segment.

DISASSEMBLE
Twist the pole segments while pulling the pole segments apart.
Remove the curved piece from the top pole segment. Once the
curved piece is disconnected, place in nylon storage bag. Remove
the straight pole segments leaving the threaded piece in the base.
Remove the three base pole segments. Finally, unthread the base
from the threaded pole segment. If any pole segments are wet, using
a soft cloth dry the pole segments before storing inside the nylon bag.
TECH SUPPORT
If you are having a problem with your Zodi™ Hands-Free Shower
Pole please do not return it to the store. Please call Zodi™ at
1-800-589-2849. Most problems can be corrected over the phone.
For additional pole segments and replacement poles, please visit
www.zodi.com
Assembled in China. Designed in Park City Utah USA.
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Enjoy portable
on-demand instant hot
showers in any season
using any water source
and in seconds.

Our best selling
on-demand water
heater and hot shower.
Enjoy unlimited hot
water in seconds.

Enjoy this self-supporting
privacy shelter anywhere.
Almost 4 feet wide per
side. Includes oversized
detachable floor.
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